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“

The site defines even the operative demands with the setting and city structure
around it. With hidden attachments, facade systems can be used to transform
a scattered surface or environment into an integrated one.”

A blank paper’s
starting point is nature
Architecture is light and shadow. It’s always planning for
a specific location: it cannot be done in advance. And
planning starts with a blank paper. A planning solution is
basically based on two things: strong architectural vision
and systems that comply with the architecture in question.
A product family or mode that enables distinctive tailormade solutions is the best way to do architecture. Finding
these kinds of products is an everyday challenge in an
architect’s life.

In a way, architecture is painting on an
nature plays a major role. The site defines even
city structure around it: the baseline for the blank

That’s why Napsu facade systems are a welcome invention.
The world of aluminium profiles is fascinating especially
in large buildings because of the exact dimensions,
usability and productisation, all the way to installation.
As an aluminium architecture system Napsu brings
added value, with profiles and slats comprising
customised architecture that requires a small investment.
Besides the ready-made high-quality Napsu collection,
of course. A blank paper is always a blank paper, no matter
what the possibilities.

In repair construction, a facade renovation with slats can work as a great solution in the right place. In the
best-case scenario the architecture of the building is preserved or improved. The most natural use is in
worn-out industry buildings where a new facade neatens the exterior and improves business image.

NAPSU facade systems: Architect Timo Meuronen

existing background. In facade architecture,
the operative demands with the setting and
paper is in nature or the environment.

With hidden attachments, facade systems can be used to transform a scattered surface or environment into an
integrated one, in terms of technical solutions as well as challenging gaps. Facade systems have many functions:
in addition to their functions as sight screens or sunscreens they can be used to calm a facade surface or cover
technical operations behind it. Besides facades, Napsu systems also fit in interiors, as acoustic building panels,
walls, and ceilings, among other things. As a large surface, slats are actually very even.

Timo Meuronen
Architect
Aihio-Arkkitehdit Oy, Finland
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Unprecedented amount of
colour choices
Napsu facade systems are available in any colour.
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Napsu suits both facades and interiors.
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NAPSU facade systems: Inspired by nature
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Read more from page 12

The environment has always been a major source of inspiration in Nordic design. Considering that, it’s only
appropriate that with Napsu facade systems the sky’s the limit.
INTEGRATING FACADE SYSTEMS – A DESIGNER’S HEAVEN
Along with ideas and innovations, nature inspires design of building appearance and inner functions with
aesthetic shapes and structural solutions. Napsu facade systems have numerous ways to serve these purposes.
Integrating glass, lighting, wood or composite boards into aluminium facade systems can result in a unique
work of site-specific art. Napsu systems are rich in nuances, with texture exuding expressiveness and purity.
They can be used for emphasising surfaces in various different spaces.
ATTACH CUSTOMISATIONS TO EXISTING SYSTEMS
Customised Napsu facade systems are an effective design tool: all customisations can be attached to existing
systems. Tailor-made solutions bring out a building’s character. Napsu systems give space for design with
minimal restrictions while feeding the imagination. Napsu systems can also be used in interiors to create
embellished or decorative walls. Napsu is also extremely well suited for inner roofs.
STATE OF THE ART SOLUTIONS
Napsu facade systems represent top-level Finnish building expertise. Architectural needs have been taken into
consideration extensively. Purso Building Systems provide integration of Napsu facade systems with various
different materials according to project-specific plans.

NAPSU facade systems: Inspired by nature
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Lighting
Lighting is a major player in architecture. With integration into facade systems lighting can ‘wash’
the whole wall surface indirectly with light bars, without a light source being visible. Lighting can
be used in both interiors and exteriors. Smooth slats allow integration into a bigger profile, in
order to create, for example, pavement lighting. Napsu systems make the seams disappear. Purso
has experience and expertise in lighting through the company’s own unique SNEP product series.

NAPSU facade systems: Inspired by nature

Unprecedented amount of
colour choices
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The Napsu Look! system is an inventive element for repair construction. The Look! concept allows
integrating different elements such as lighting, glass or composite boards. LED lights can be used
to highlight desired spots or guide people into desirable direction. Read more about the Look!
concept on page 40.
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Wood

Glass, milk glass, solar cell and wood

The most natural way to integrate wood into aluminium facade systems is in interiors and
decoration solutions. Wood integration allows use of Napsu systems in, for example, an office’s
inner walls or effect walls. When two materials are integrated, the authenticity of the materials
matters. Purso’s product development can refine an idea into a finished product as well as offer
technical support. The snap attachment technique allows for integrating almost anything into
Napsu systems.

Harmonisation and integration of facade profiles into different elements is a way to create an
unbounded space and solve challenges in wall surfaces. Integrating aluminium slats with glass,
milk glass, solar cell or wood is a natural solution in facades and public spaces with coherent
surfaces. Solar cell is an optimal solution in so-called zero-energy houses. The snap attachment
technique allows for integration of almost anything into Napsu systems.
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Unprecedented amount of
colour choices

NAPSU facade systems: Inspired by nature
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Overlap glass

Vertical lath

Wall doesn’t always have to be smooth. Overlap glass is a good way to optimise for example solar
panels over light source. Overlapping attachment is a suitable option in facades with projecting
surface bringing character. Snap attachment technique allows for integration of almost anything
into Napsu systems. If you want to integrate materials into aluminium facade systems, contact
Purso’s product development. An idea is enough, you don’t need a finished solution.

Building horizontally from the bottom to the top is often the starting point in architecture. But not
always. Vertical laths are another very useful option. They can be used to emphasise the height of
the space or to guide people’s gazes in a desirable direction. All Purso Building Systems P50L
series covers are compatible with vertical laths. Oblique laths are also possible. The snap
attachment technique allows for integration of almost anything into Napsu systems.

NAPSU facade systems: Inspired by nature

Unprecedented amount of
colour choices
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Aluminium shield

Aluminium cover

Napsu systems with tracks are a valid option for steel cassette walls in industrial building facades.
Harmonisation and integration of facade profiles into different elements (e.g. glass) is a way to
create an unbounded space and solve challenges in wall surfaces, for example. The snap
attachment technique allows for integration of almost anything into Napsu systems.
Ask us about other possibilities, we’re eager to help.

Aluminium cover is a practical option for exterior cladding in some structures. Purso offers various
covers in different colours and endless integration possibilities (facade system covers, lights, etc.).
Aluminium cover can be used as an effect stripe in a building’s upper wall. Aluminium slats are
dimensionally accurate and cheerful objects with which to create exact facades. In addition,
aluminium also has very competitive costs.
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Unprecedented amount of
colour choices
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NAPSU facade systems: Fulfilling visions
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Countless ways to fulfill visions
FREEDOM TO CHOOSE
Napsu facade systems give architects unprecedented freedom
in designing the appearance of buildings. Choosing colours,
changing slat depths, using 100% recycled material and
bending the slats are all creative ways to affect the design,
appearance and sustainability of the building. This opens up a
whole new world of numerous combinations and possibilities
while using Napsu systems.

FOR SPECIFIC PURPOSES WITH RESTRAINED SOLUTIONS
Napsu facade systems can be used to create all kinds of
inspired patterns. In addition to walls, Napsu systems can also
be used in roofs and ceilings in both horizontal and vertical
directions as well as for decorating interiors in public spaces.
Napsu systems allow for playing with lights and shadows.

HELP TO FIT INTO SURROUNDINGS
Combining facade systems is another way to bring a new look
to buildings. Different systems can be used to recreate facade
surfaces or to landscape buildings to fit their surroundings.
Purso Building Systems can also produce new Napsu models
quickly and economically, according to the architect’s needs
and wishes.

1. Kiwi - Pelican Self Storage, Valby, Copenhagen, Denmark (Napsu Oslo 20964)
2. DTU Kemi, Kgs. Lyngby, Copenhagen (Napsu Copenhagen 20114)
3. Helsinki Airport (Napsu Helsinki 20633)
4. Mikkeli Hospital Parking Facility, Mikkeli, Finland (Napsu Stockholm 12858 / 17063, Napsu Helsinki 13815)
5. Campus Odense, Odense, Denmark (Napsu Oslo 13196)

NAPSU facade systems: Fulfilling visions
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“

Nothing beats a print that you can actually touch yourself. When
someone else sees the same thing that you have seen in your head
the whole time, decision-making gets faster.”
Timo Meuronen, architect

3D printing – An easy way to
test new Napsu models
Purso Building Systems provide 3D prints according to the
architect’s needs and wishes. When Napsu models are printed
quickly for the architect to see and handle, the whole
planning process is easier and smoother.

NAPSU facade systems: 3D printing – An easy way to test models
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Stockholm 12858

Helsinki

Unprecedented amount of
colour choices
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The design language for the Napsu aluminium architecture system has always originated in
accordance with architect wishes. Every slat model and shape has its own rationales and
backgrounds. The Helsinki system’s design represents a sailboat, which is a common sight in
Finland and other Nordic countries during the summer.

NAPSU facade systems: Helsinki
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Unprecedented amount of
colour choices

Helsinki 16482
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NAPSU facade systems: Helsinki 16482
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Helsinki 13815

Unprecedented amount of
colour choices
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NAPSU facade systems: Helsinki 13815
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Unprecedented amount of
colour choices

Helsinki 20633
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NAPSU facade systems: Helsinki 20633
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Stockholm 12858

Unprecedented amount of
colour choices
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The Oslo facade system is an excellent choice for outdoors. The drip mould helps with dripping
water from the slat. The tubular shape with a hollow part makes the structure more robust.
The Oslo system also has a longer span in its Napsu attachment. Oslo has integrated screw
tracks and it can be covered with end slips if necessary. The Oslo system was designed for
Gardermoen Airport in Oslo, set to be finished in 2017.

Oslo
NAPSU facade systems: Oslo
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Oslo 13196

Unprecedented amount of
colour choices
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NAPSU facade systems: Oslo 13196
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Oslo 13774
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NAPSU facade systems: Oslo 13774

Unprecedented amount of
colour choices
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Oslo 20413

Unprecedented amount of
colour choices
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NAPSU facade systems: Oslo 20413
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Oslo 20964
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Unprecedented amount of
colour choices
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NAPSU facade systems: Oslo 20964
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Oslo 21399

Unprecedented amount of
colour choices
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NAPSU facade systems: Oslo 21399
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Stockholm
The Stockholm facade system can be implemented
with different sizes and angles according to the
architect’s wishes. Purso’s slats all have their own
backgrounds and reasons for their shapes.

NAPSU facade systems: Stockholm
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Unprecedented amount of
colour choices

Stockholm 12798
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NAPSU facade systems: Stockholm 12798
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Stockholm 12858
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NAPSU facade systems: Stockholm 12858

Unprecedented amount of
colour choices
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Unprecedented amount of
colour choices

Stockholm 17063
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NAPSU facade systems: Stockholm 17063
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Stockholm 17838
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NAPSU facade systems: Stockholm 17838

Unprecedented amount of
colour choices
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Unprecedented amount of
colour choices

Stockholm 18283
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NAPSU facade systems: Stockholm 18283
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Stockholm 18432
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NAPSU facade systems: Stockholm 18432

Unprecedented amount of
colour choices
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Unprecedented amount of
colour choices

Stockholm 19109
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NAPSU facade systems: Stockholm 19109
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Tallinn

Stockholm 12858

NAPSU facade systems: Tallinn

Unprecedented amount of
colour choices
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Napsu systems can be customised to be as dense or loose as desired.
Open facade systems such as Tallinn suit, e.g., parking garages thanks to good ventilation features.
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Unprecedented amount of
colour choices

Tallinn 15843
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NAPSU facade systems: Tallinn 15843
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Tallinn 16878
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NAPSU facade systems: Tallinn 16878

Unprecedented amount of
colour choices
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Tallinn 18670

Unprecedented amount of
colour choices
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NAPSU facade systems: Tallinn 18670
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Copenhagen
Stockholm 12858

Unprecedented amount of
colour choices
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The Napsu systems can be customised to be as dense or loose as desired. Open facade systems
such as Copenhagen suit, e.g., parking garages thanks to good ventilation features. The design
and appearance makes it suitable for concrete walls as well.

NAPSU facade systems: Copenhagen
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Unprecedented amount of
colour choices

Copenhagen 17221
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NAPSU facade systems: Copenhagen 17221
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Copenhagen 20114

Unprecedented amount of
colour choices
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NAPSU facade systems: Copenhagen 20114
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Look!

TM

– Redesign your facade

A NEW MODERN EXTERIOR FOR OLD BUILDINGS
Look! is an economical, quick and easy way to give a high-quality facelift to a building. Repair construction with
Napsu ventilated facade systems can be done on top of the current facade. Invisible attachment makes elegant
systems a functional option when renovating facades. Napsu systems are designed for versatile use. They represent
a humble yet strong architecture.
BUSINESS AS USUAL
Look! is an inspiring concept which decreases facade renovation time considerably, with no disturbance in business. Napsu systems have an option for hidden attachments as well as changing the slats. Using multiple systems
and colours can create an expressive and lively surface for a facade. Look! represents novel thinking.
Look!TM
– Innovative ventilated facade
– Inventive element for repair construction
– Modern exterior improves building’s appearance
– No need to remove current exterior
– No harm to business during renovation
– Increases property value
– Requires only brief renovation
– Reduces renovation and heating costs

NAPSU facade systems: Look! – Redesign your facade
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21086

Unprecedented amount of
colour choices

The Napsu Look! facade systems (21086, 20696, 21261, 21343, 21389) are based on the idea of
covering the wall as a solid uniform surface with no original wall left visible.
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Look!

Popular system for repair construction
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NAPSU facade systems: 21086
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20696
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NAPSU facade systems: 20696
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Popular system for repair construction
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Unprecedented amount of
colour choices

21261
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Look!

Popular system for repair construction

NAPSU facade systems: 21261
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21343

NAPSU facade systems: 21343
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Popular system for repair construction
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Look!
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21389

Unprecedented amount of
colour choices
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Popular system for repair construction

NAPSU facade systems: 21389
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Fast and easy to install
Fast installation makes the Napsu system cost-efficient. The
installation profile is ready manufactured and the Napsu
system attachment fits in easily. Napsu is attached by
bending at the top or bottom side (depending on the
model) and snapped shut. When slats are attached to each
other, they form a large area of solid surface. Therefore it’s
crucial to make seams disappear: only a slat is visible and
the surface stays uniform.
HIDDEN ATTACHMENT
The hidden attachment is a considerable system advantage
in Napsu systems. Slat gaps at regular, precise intervals are
convenient compared to other comparable constructions.

When seams disappear the surface stays uniform.

NAPSU facade systems: Fast and easy + hidden attachment

Torvehallerne food market, Copenhagen (Napsu Stockholm 12858)
OUTSIDE

INSIDE

NAPSU facade systems: Fast and easy + hidden attachment
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Success follows long-term development work
LONG-LASTING SYSTEMS, DIVERSE DESIGN
OPPORTUNITIES
The appearance of a building is part of a landscape.
Each building has a unique look that can be highlighted
through the facade, door and window design and
choice of elements. Purso’s versatile profile systems can
be adapted to the architect’s wishes and, thanks to the
ease of maintenance, they remain visually attractive for
decades.
Tailor-made innovations allow unforeseen possibilities.
For instance, the Estonian National Museum uses Purso’s
P50L systems built inside out: the museum has ‘double
facade’ with another facade inside. The same structure
has never been used elsewhere.
Purso’s systems have been designed to withstand the

PREMIUM PARTNER IN BUILDING
Purso manufactures high-quality aluminium solutions as the customer’s product and process
development partner. Designing the best possible solution and selecting a suitable method of
implementation are integral parts of Purso’s service. The company’s operations and expertise are
harnessed to support the customer’s success as Purso wants to generate value for the user of the
end product.
Purso has built a strong position as a diverse and international aluminium specialist. The solid
expertise and design competence of this financially sound Finnish family company
guarantees that the desired outcome will be achieved. Purso’s customer-oriented
service model ensures long-lasting partnerships. When solutions are viewed
through their life cycles, a partnership does not begin with an order or
end with a delivery.
Customers have been able to rely on Purso’s
expertise and high-quality services for
almost 60 years.

demanding Northern European environmental conditions.
Purso’s high-quality system solutions are manufactured
with Finnish competence. The cost-effective and
ecological solutions ensure the desired appearance and
durable performance of facades, doors, windows, glass
roofs and louvre slats.

NAPSU facade systems: Long-term development work

Award-winning Estonian National Museum relies on Purso’s customised building systems.
Purso co-operated with long-term cooperation partner Windoor AS.

49
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Certified quality for environmental
improvement
Customer satisfaction and continuous improvement of
operations form the solid basis for Purso’s quality
management. The company’s operations are guided by
the ISO 9001:2008 quality management system and
the ISO 14001:2004 environmental management system.
These systems cover all of Purso’s aluminium industry
operations. Purso’s own environmental management
system minimises the environmental impact of the
company’s operations.

NAPSU facade systems: Long-term development work
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PURSO GREENLINE
– 100% RECYCLED ALUMINIUM
Purso Building Systems products are now available in
recycled aluminium. Purso is among the first aluminium
manufacturers in the world to create a separate product line
for recycled aluminium – Purso Greenline.
CERTIFICATE OF PROOF
The customer receives a Purso Greenline certificate to
guarantee that the product is made of recycled aluminium
from start to finish. Thanks to an individual smelting number,
the product phases in the supply chain can be traced all the
way back to the smelting plant. The customer receives all
these documents. The certificate can be used in the customer’s own marketing.

NAPSU facade systems: Greenline

ONLY 5%
Recycling reduces the use of natural resources and consumes only 5% of the energy required to make the
same amount of aluminium from its original source (primary aluminium).
RECYCLED ALUMINIUM RETAINS ITS QUALITY
Energy saving, recyclability and environmental values tell that the customer is acting responsibly in their own
operations. In addition, using 100% recycled material improves the customer’s own recycling rate. As a durable
product aluminium is an excellent material for recycling since it retains its quality. Aluminium is also easily
maintained, light and corrosion resistant material.

pursobuilding.fi/en/greenline
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NAPSU facade systems: Greenline
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NAPSU facade systems: Oslo 21399
NAPSU facade systems: All Napsu series
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NAPSU facade systems: Lorem ipsum
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DESIGN YOUR OWN PROFILE SHAPE
Purso Building Systems provide cooperation when creating new profile shapes. Following a vision
from the architect Purso makes the profile executable in terms of the extrusion process. The
customer can then buy a profile tool compatible with the profile shape. The customer owns the
totally distinctive shape, which may not be used by anyone else.

RECOMMENDED MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS

round

COLOUR YOUR LIFE
Colour supports diverse architecture. It makes surfaces clearer
and helps buildings to stand out. Napsu facade systems
provide an unprecedented amount of colour choices. Purso
Building Systems can produce a desired colour model of an
aluminium panel to be delivered. This is a convenient way to
see and test whether the colour choice suits the original vision.

SURFACE TREATMENT
Anodizing
Anodising is an electrochemical method for increasing the thickness of the natural oxide layer
of aluminium. Anodising forms a hard, mechanical wear-resistant surface with excellent
weather resistance.
Powder Coating
Powder coating provides boundless possibilities for
colour. In powder coating, the powder is injected
into the surface of the profiles, which is then
melted in a furnace into a durable and smooth
surface. Before painting, the profiles are
pre-processed, in order to ensure the endurance of the coating. Normally profiles are
painted with RAL colour shades, but other
colours are also possible.

PROFILE TOOLS
(DIE COSTS)
System model
15843, 12798, 21086
13774
20413

Price
ca 1,000 EUR
ca 1,400 EUR
ca 2,500 EUR

Costs apply to
new tools only.

All rights are reserved due to continuous product development.

square tube 175

Basic information on profile extrusion
Maximum profile cross section
Wall thickness
Maximum weight
Minimum weight
Minimum delivery quantity
Maximum length
Maximum length, anodised
Maximum length, powder coated
Maximum weight of the profile length
Tolerances

200–300 mm (depending on profile type)
minimum 1.2 mm
20 kg/m
~ 0.200 kg/m
alloy 6063: 250 kg
alloy 6082: 500 kg
16 m
8.0 m
8.0 m
100 kg
SFS-EN 755-3…9 / SFS-EN 12020-1…2

NAPSU facade systems: Colours, profile tools and maximum dimensions
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Photo: Sergey Bogomyako

TIMO MEURONEN

LOVATNET LAKE, NORWAY

HELSINKI

Timo Meuronen is an architect who has worked as a
chief design engineer of P-Hämppi. The parking cave,
situated in Tampere, has won the European EPA parking
award as well as an award for its lighting. Currently
Meuronen is designing campuses for Tampere and
Kuopio universities as well as Tampere Central Deck and
Arena in cooperation with Studio Daniel Libeskind.

This beautiful reflection represents the double shape of the Oslo model facade systems. The water from the lake
flows down from the mountains through the Loelva River into the Nordfjorden. As a land of over 1,000 fjords,
Norway has a management system whose purpose is to protect and if necessary improve environmental status
in all rivers, lakes, groundwater bodies and coastal waters.

Clean nature, greenness, nearness of the sea and
peaceful sights provide boundless opportunities to
relax and enjoy the nature of Helsinki. Distances from
the lively city centre to quiet nature are short since the
Finnish capital has plenty of magnificent nature sights.
The city has 300 islands which are part of Helsinki’s
nature along with crags, forests and ponds full of
atmosphere.

BLACKBIRD

COPENHAGEN,
Denmark Gardens and City Hall

ESTONIAN FORESTS AND
NATURE CONSERVATION

Denmark is the happiest country in the world according
to the World Happiness Report commissioned by the
United Nations. The country’s capital Copenhagen has
many parks and gardens for relaxing, sunbathing and
picnicking. The city has one of the world’s most
dedicated bike cultures. In fact, Copenhagen has
more bicycles than people!

As early as 1297, the Danish King Erik Menved prohibited
the felling of trees on three islands near Tallinn. This was
the first dated act of nature conservation in Estonia.
National parks and conservation areas cover almost 20%
of Estonia’s area. The country’s nature has many faces
with deserted beaches, dense forests, picturesque lakes
and rivers as well as mysterious swamps.

Some 55,000 Swedes cast their votes in an election to
determine the country’s national bird in 2015. In the
election people chose the blackbird as the winner
over the raven, sea eagle, magpie and blue tit. The
original poll had 40 different species. The blackbird was
also voted the national bird in 1962 but the Swedish
Ornithological Society decided to redo the vote fearing
that the win came as a result of most votes being cast
in Stockholm.

NORTHERN EXOTICISM
The Nordic countries are famous for their nature and
cleanliness. Wild strawberries, blueberries, raspberries,
lingonberries and cloudberries are only a few examples
of berries that can be picked straight from nature. Socalled freedom to roam allows access to mushrooms
and other forest treats as well. Ice swimming is popular
in Nordic countries during the winter season, when the
water is frozen over.
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